Our company is hiring for a corporate engineer. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

**Responsibilities for corporate engineer**

- Determines customer’s needs by identifying problems and safety concerns
- Coordinates, prepares and/or assembles the engineering package/project documentation for each assigned project based on direction provided from manager
- Provides the purchasing services for project materials required
- Coordinates project costs, project scheduling, and supplying pertinent communication for projects that may vary in terms of scope and responsibilities
- Interfaces with people, departments, and/or companies to insure that equipment is safe, made on schedule and to specification
- Coordinates or assists with installation, checkout, start-up and training as necessary
- Actively participates on WCOM team and leads teams as requested
- Serve as the expert in all networking aspects overseeing network team
- Lead network design and lead network installations directing troubleshooting and service outages
- Create services and strategies for cross network back up and disaster recovery data and provide traffic and costing analysis for a balanced network at predictable service levels

**Qualifications for corporate engineer**
- Must have familiarity with GD&T and blueprint reading (be able to interpret blueprints) and be familiar with manufacturing systems such as engineering notices, material requirements planning (MRP), and inventory management systems
- Supplier auditing experience is strongly desired
- Experience with electronics quality control methodologies desired
- Competency with various computer software applications, especially Microsoft Office, is required
- NPD experience with proven abilities to lead APQP activities on concurrent projects through PPAP approval desired